“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success.”

Henry Ford

***

CONVOCATION

September 1, 2016
Welcome!
BACK TO SCHOOL
Individual commitment to a group effort - that is what makes a team work, a company work, a society work, a civilization work.

— Vince Lombardi —
VFEE
Verona Foundation for Educational Excellence
Inspiring Minds One Grant at a Time
14% of VHS Students

28% of VHS Students

47% of VHS Students
Orton Gillingham is multisensory

- auditory
- visual
- kinesthetic
The mission of the Verona Public Schools, the center of an engaged and supportive community, is to empower students to achieve their potential as active learners and productive citizens through rigorous curricula and meaningful, enriching experiences.

CORE VALUES

Collaboration • Diligence • Initiative • Integrity • Respect • Responsibility
Back to School!